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ABSTRACT
Although the link between droughts and heat waves is widely recognized, how climate change affects this
link remains uncertain. Here we assess how, and by how much, human-induced climate change affects
summertime hot drought compound events over the contiguous United States. Results are derived by comparing hot drought statistics in long simulations of a coupled climate model (CESM1) subjected to year-1850
and year-2000 radiative forcings. Within each climate state, a strong and nonlinear dependency of heat-wave
intensity on drought severity is found in water-limited regions of the southern Great Plains and southwestern
United States whereas heat-wave intensity is found to be insensitive to drought severity in energy-limited
regions of the northern and/or northeastern United States. Applying a statistical model that is based on paircopula constructions, we find that anthropogenic warming leads to enhanced soil moisture–temperature
coupling in water-limited areas of the southern Great Plains and/or southwestern United States and consequently amplifies the intensity of extreme heat waves during severe droughts. This strengthened coupling
accounts for a substantial fraction of rising temperature extremes related to the long-term climate change in
CESM1, highlighting the importance of changes in land–atmosphere feedback in a warmer climate. In contrast, coupling effects remain weak and largely unchanged in energy-limited regions, thereby yielding no
appreciable contribution to heat-wave intensification over the northern and/or northeastern United States
apart from the long-term warming effects.

1. Introduction
Extreme and prolonged heat waves are often bolstered by reinforcing land surface feedbacks related to
drought conditions (e.g., NCDC 2012; Stefanon et al.
Supplemental information related to this paper is available at
the Journals Online website: https://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-180611.s1.
Corresponding author: Linyin Cheng, lc032@uark.edu

2012; Hoerling et al. 2013; Dai 2013; Seager and
Hoerling 2014). If soil moisture is lacking, latent heat
losses from land surface due to evapotranspiration are
greatly reduced (Chang and Wallace 1987; Fischer et al.
2007a; Dole et al. 2011). This reduction is mainly balanced by increased upward sensible fluxes, thereby
contributing to enhanced warming of air temperatures
(Fischer et al. 2007b; Ferranti and Viterbo 2006;
Dirmeyer 2006; Livneh and Hoerling 2016). This process
is referred to as soil moisture–temperature feedback, a
key to the development of mega–heat waves (Beniston
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2004; Hirschi et al. 2011; Miralles et al. 2014) and
drought persistence (Durre et al. 2000; Peterson et al.
2013). Although the link between droughts and heat
waves is widely recognized (e.g., Cook et al. 2014, 2015;
Mo and Lettenmaier 2015), how climate change affects
this link remains unclear (Teng et al. 2016).
Previous studies for the summertime European continent (Schär et al. 2004; Vidale et al. 2007) found that a
trend toward rising temperature is accompanied by a
trend to increased temperature variability, engendered
by changes in the land–atmosphere coupling over Europe (Seneviratne et al. 2006). Heat waves have generally become more frequent across portions of the United
States in recent decades (Meehl and Tebaldi 2004;
Knutson et al. 2018), with western regions setting records for numbers of these events in the 2000s since the
start of reliable instrumental records in 1895 (Walsh
et al. 2014). The particular interests of this study are
twofold: 1) to explore whether there are any significant
anthropogenic-forced changes in the coupling between
drought and heat waves over the United States, which
can make hot droughts hotter and 2) to characterize its
regional dependency on how drought–heat-wave coupling effects may have changed in a warmer climate.
Our study area is the contiguous United States. We
provide a regional-scale diagnosis based on a standard
differentiation of the United States according to major
catchments (Seaber et al. 1987). While no explicit delineations based on water- or energy-limited considerations are made among these catchments, it is broadly
known that the overall basins of the Southwest are
moisture limited (i.e., low runoff efficiency and high
evapotranspiration ratio) compared to those in the
Northeast and Northwest that are energy limited (i.e.,
high runoff efficiency and low evapotranspiration ratio).
The two distinct regimes determine how strongly soil
moisture constrains land evaporation and resulting
feedbacks to the atmosphere (i.e., weak or strong land–
atmosphere coupling), thereby having important implications for the occurrence of drought and heat waves
(Seneviratne et al. 2010).
We analyze drought–heat wave as a compound event
of heat-wave temperatures, precipitation deficits, and
soil moisture deficits (within a shallow 10-cm surface
layer) during the summer season (June–August). The
use of multiple indicators has been suggested by many
studies in order to characterize both dynamic and thermodynamic processes involved in drought conditions
(Palmer 1965; Cancelliere and Salas 2004; Song and
Singh 2010; Madadgar and Moradkhani 2013; Chen et al.
2013; Mirabbasi et al. 2012). Two 1200-yr equilibrium
simulations of a coupled climate model, that is, the
Community Earth System Model, version 1 (CESM1.0;
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Kay et al. 2015), subjected to respective year-1850
(Y1850) and year-2000 (Y2000) radiative forcings are
conducted. We first assess sensitivity of heat waves to
soil moisture droughts for each hydrologic region under
the nineteenth-century climate forcings, and then compare with that under current climate forcings. Differences between these two experiments reveal sensitivity
of soil moisture–temperature feedbacks due to changes
in external radiative forcing. We focus on the soil
moisture–temperature relationship given its high relevance for drought–heat wave occurrences, although the
soil moisture–precipitation relation is also examined.
To characterize the dependence between hot and dry
conditions, arising through land–atmosphere interaction,
our approach involves the application of vine copula.
As described in section 2 (and the online supplemental
material), vine copula, also known as pair-copula construction, provides a solution for formulating multidimensional distributions without requiring a conditional
independence assumption (Aas et al. 2009). This approach in particular accounts for nonlinear behavior that
may emerge with anomalous dry and hot extremes, a
symptom of excessive sensible heating and reduced latent
heating during severe soil moisture deficits (Lyon and
Dole 1995). Section 3 presents results on hot droughts
with a focus on the soil moisture–temperature relationship. Using the CESM1 long simulations for two equilibrium climate states, we diagnose hot drought statistics in
both preindustrial and postindustrial/current climates. In
addition, by computing anomalies for current conditions
with respect to both Y2000 and Y1850 climatologies,
we evaluate the relative contributions of changes in soil
moisture–atmosphere coupling and long-term warming
on the amplification of current U.S. heat waves. A discussion and conclusions in section 4 compare our modelbased results with observational evidence for changes in
compound heat-wave–drought events and also address
limitations associated with our use of a single modeling
platform.

2. Materials and methods
a. U.S. hydrologic units
Adapted from Seaber et al. (1987), the U.S. Geological Survey divides the United States into hydrologic
unit systems. We use the first level of classification that
divides the United States into 21 large-scale major
geographic areas and contains either the drainage area
of a major river, such as the Missouri region, or the
combined drainage areas of a series of rivers, such as the
Texas–Gulf of Mexico region. Eighteen of the regions
occupying the land area of the conterminous United
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FIG. 1. Hydrologic units for the contiguous United States. Region 01: New England; Region
02: Mid-Atlantic; Region 03: South Atlantic–Gulf; Region 04: Great Lakes; Region 05: Ohio;
Region 06: Tennessee; Region 07: Upper Mississippi; Region 08: Lower Mississippi; Region 09:
Souris–Red–Rainy; Region 10: Missouri; Region 11: Arkansas–White–Red; Region 12: Texas–
Gulf; Region 13: Rio Grande; Region 14: Upper Colorado; Region 15: Lower Colorado; Region 16: Great Basin; Region 17: Pacific Northwest; Region 18: California.

States are the focus herein (Fig. 1). Droughts can often
be a dimension greater than the watershed scale of
these individual basins, and the results will subsequently reveal that changes in heat-wave intensity during droughts span across multiple catchments. In other
words, the results will speak to changes in behavior
of heat waves closely related with meteorological/
agricultural droughts, while not necessarily being restricted by hydrologic droughts per se.

b. CESM1 simulations and hot drought definition
The data used in this study are from the National
Center for Atmospheric Research CESM, a coupled
model for simulating Earth’s climate system (Kay et al.
2015). Its land representation includes sophisticated
treatments of interaction between the land surface, soils,
canopy and vegetation, and the overlying atmosphere.
The land model (CLM4) explicitly represents biogeophysical processes including surface radiation interactions with vegetation, stomatal physiology, and
photosynthesis (Riley et al. 2011). It includes 10 hydrologically active soil layers having a uniform depth of
3.8 m for active hydrology (Brunke et al. 2016). Many
other studies have applied and systematically examined
simulations of CESM1 (Neale et al. 2008; Hurrell et al.
2013; Wang et al. 2013; Marsh et al. 2013; Teng and
Branstator 2017). For instance, Teng and Branstator

(2017) investigated the origin of the wave patterns associated with extreme ridges near the west coast of
North America using a fully coupled Earth system
model CESM1. Wang et al. (2013) used the CESM1 to
understand the role of increased anthropogenic greenhouse gases in intensifying the dipole through warming
in the western Pacific and associated enhancement in the
teleconnection toward North America. We diagnose
two 1200-yr monthly simulations of CESM1, driven by
external radiative forcings of Y1850 and Y2000, respectively. The specified external forcings consist of
greenhouse gases [e.g., CO2, CH4, NO2, O3, and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)] and natural and human-induced
aerosols. The model simulations have been adapted to
the 18 U.S. hydrologic units by computing an areal average for each of the basins. Grid points are first assigned to each of the basins individually, and areal
averages are then constructed utilizing an area weighted
average of all grid points within a particular basin.
Monthly temperature, precipitation, and 10-cm soil
moisture are derived from both experiments for each
basin. We focus on total precipitation, total surface soil
moisture, and averaged temperature for the months of
June, July, and August and compute anomalies of the
three quantities relative to each model experiment’s
summertime climatology. Hot drought is defined
as a simultaneous occurrence of negative precipitation
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FIG. 2. (left) The difference between the Y2000 and Y1850 experiments for (a),(b) precipitation, (c),(d) soil
moisture, and (e),(f) temperature during hot summer drought conditions. Only for precipitation and soil moisture,
differences have been standardized relative to 1 standard deviation of their respective Y1850 simulations. (right)
The 1 standard deviation of each variable in Y1850.

anomalies, negative soil moisture anomalies, and positive temperature anomalies relative to the summertime
seasonal averages. In addition, we identify and compare
hot drought statistics relative to the climatology of
Y1850 for both experiments, thereby also quantifying
the anthropogenic warming effects on hot drought statistics. The drought/heat wave definition used in this
study refers to seasonal events and thus should be distinguished from flash droughts that often occur over
shorter periods. It is plausible that the summer drought
studies herein constitute a multiseason prolonged event,
which requires further research. The main point of this
study is to examine changes of the drought–heat-wave
relationship rather than to determine the meteorological drivers that may cause rapid onset or transition of
soil moisture that typifies flash-drought events.

Figure 2 shows the long-term change for precipitation
(Figs. 2a,b), soil moisture (Figs. 2c,d), and temperature
(Figs. 2e,f) during summertime hot droughts at each
region by comparing the two CESM1 experiments (see
panels on the left). Except for temperature, changes of
precipitation and soil moisture have been standardized
relative to their respective one standard deviation of the
preindustrial simulation. This baseline is given on the
right showing the standard deviation of each variable in
Y1850. As shown, response of precipitation and surface
soil moisture to the long-term climate change is largely
consistent; that is, higher precipitation leads to higher
soil moisture content and vice versa. An exception is the
central and southwestern United States, whereof the
surface soil layer experiences more deficits than that
implied by changes of precipitation alone in the early
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twenty-first century. Unlike precipitation and soil
moisture, temperature (Fig. 2e) increases more uniformly over the contiguous United States. A spatial
average of 1.58C increase occurs in the current climate
relative to the preindustrial climate. Considering both
surface soil moisture (Fig. 2c) and temperature (Fig. 2e),
this long-term change consists of drier and warmer
conditions for most regions of the United States. The
marked analogy of their spatial distributions suggests a
tight relationship between soil moisture and temperature during drought conditions.

c. Vine copula
We probe into the relationship between drought and
heat waves with vine copula, a flexible statistical tool in
high-dimensional dependence modeling. It builds upon
bivariate copula, a joint distribution on the unit interval
with uniform margins of two variables (Sklar 1959;
Madadgar and Moradkhani 2013; Mirabbasi et al. 2012;
AghaKouchak et al. 2014). In our analysis, univariate
distributions including normal, gamma, lognormal, and
Weibull distributions are examined. According to the
least root-mean-square errors and chi-square goodnessof-fit tests (not shown), we identify the best-fit marginal
distributions for each variable of interest and apply them
consistently between Y1850 and Y2000 simulations,
thereby allowing a fair comparison.
Leveraging from bivariate copulas (Kurowicka and
Cooke 2007; Aas and Berg 2009; Kurowicka 2011;
Brechmann and Schepsmeier 2013; Ren et al. 2014;
Sarhadi et al. 2018), a graphical method for constructing
multivariate distributions is developed through a process of pair-copula constructions (Joe 1996, 1997;
Bedford and Cooke 2002). Canonical vines (‘‘C-vines’’)
and drawable vines (‘‘D-vines’’) are two boundary cases
of pair-copula constructions. Here we employ a threedimensional C-vine and highlight its feature for evaluating the importance of conditional relationships
between variables and processes that capture underlying
physical factors involved in their interdependence during drought/heat waves. Refer to Fig. 3 for a graphical
representation of a three-dimensional C-vine. We assign
specific orders to each variable, the role of which is to
establish a conditioning sequence in the pair-copula
constructions: first variable 1 is conditioned on, then
variable 2, and so on (Czado et al. 2012; Brechmann and
Schepsmeier 2013). On each edge label, we implement
suitable copulas such that a joint distribution can be
built with bivariate copulas and conditional copulas. By
ordering these variables appropriately, such as (x1, x2, x3)
denoting variables (xsoil_moisture_deficit, xheatwave_temperature,
xprecipitation_deficit), we can write the three-dimensional
density function as

FIG. 3. Tree representation of the three-dimensional C-vine
copula (a) with assigned labels and (b) with the corresponding
climate variables at the root nodes. Labels P, SM, and T are short
for precipitation deficits, surface soil moisture deficits, and hot
summer temperature, respectively. The fitted bivariate copula and
its dependence parameter are provided for each pair of variables
for hydrologic unit 10 as an example.

f123 5 f1 f2 f3 c12 c13 c23j1 ,

(1)

where x1 is the conditioning factor in our three-dimensional
vine copula. Five widely applied candidates—that is,
Gaussian, t, Gumbel, Frank, and Clayton bivariate
copulas—have been examined for building pair copulas of
the pair-copula constructions. Following Schepsmeier
et al. (2012), the most suitable one for each pair of variables renders the minimum Akaike information criterion.
Schirmacher and Schirmacher (2008, 14–16) and Aas
et al. (2009) introduce the notion of the h function as the
conditional distribution function and derive its analytical
formulation for pair-copula constructions. The sampling
algorithm with canonical vine is simply an application of
successive inverse forms of h functions. In our case, surface
soil moisture deficit is considered as the factor that conditions the joint distribution of precipitation deficits and heatwave temperature. If we assume that soil moisture deficits
x1 and high temperature x2 have uniform margins of u1 and
u2, respectively, simulations of u2 under the condition of u1
can be achieved via h(u2ju1, u). More specifically, the first
step is to set random probability levels of the conditional
cumulative distribution, for example, t 5 0.01, 0.1, . . . , 0.99.
Next, we make inference of u2 from Cu2 ju1 for each fixed
probability t using
u1 5 Cu21ju (tju1 , u) 5 h21 (tju1 , u),
2

1

Cu21
2 ju1

is the inverse of the copula function known
where
as the t quantile curve of the copula (Min and Czado
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FIG. 4. Simulations of temperature anomalies corresponding to different severities of soil
moisture deficits for Y1850 (blue) and Y2000 (red) experiments at the (a) Texas–Gulf and
(b) New England basins. Magenta box-and-whisker results are delivered using anomalies of hot
drought indicators of Y2000 relative to the climatology of Y1850. Boxplots are based upon 1000
generations from the conditional framework of vine copula, and dots are raw data from climate
model simulations during the soil moisture deficits analogous to the assigned amounts. Boxplots show the median (center mark) and the 25th (lower edge) and 75th (upper edge) percentiles, and the whiskers quantify the 95% confidence interval.

2010). In this way, simulations of summertime heatwave temperatures can be produced with the tth copulabased conditional quantile function, that is, h21(tju1, u)
as follows:
x2 5 F 21 [h21 (tju1 , u12 )],

(2)

where u12 controls the coupling strength between variables of (x1, x2). In practice, we perform a Monte Carlo
approach to generate 1000 uniformly distributed random values, that is, the t values over the unit hypercube,
and then calculate these 1000 realizations (simulations)
of heat-wave temperature under the condition of soil
moisture deficits following Eq. (2). For samples of precipitation deficits during various amounts of soil moisture deficits, the process is similar (not shown). For more

details, refer to Liu et al. (2018). A summary for conditional distribution functions of the five bivariate copulas and their inverse forms can be found in the online
supplemental material.

3. Results
a. Soil moisture–temperature relation of the southern
Great Plains
Figure 4 presents the functional dependence of summertime temperature anomalies on drought severity as
measured by soil moisture deficits. Anomalies are calculated relative to the respective long-term mean of
Y1850 (blue) and Y2000 (red) climate states. We produce 1000 statistical model simulations of heat-waverelated temperatures as a function of drought severity
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using the vine-copula approach and summarize those
statistics with box-and-whisker plots, and the raw CESM1
temperature associated with various soil moisture deficits
is plotted with open circles. Results for the Texas–Gulf
basin, a southern part of the southern Great Plains (top
panel), show increasing heat-wave intensity as a function
of soil moisture deficit. The statistical model simulation of
such behavior compares well with the raw model data
across weak and moderate drought severities regarding a
95% confidence interval. This suggests the relation between heat-wave temperatures and land surface conditions has been reasonably described by our multivariate
framework and allows us to probe their interaction for
extreme drought intensities for which few empirical
measurements exist (i.e., toward the right-hand side of the
box-and-whisker plots).
Under increasing drought intensity, the relation between land surface dryness and summertime temperature approximates an exponential curve over this
southern Great Plains region, and also over the southwestern United States as a whole (not shown). For instance, there is an at least two- to threefold increase in
heat-wave intensity as drought severity increases from 1
to 2s soil moisture deficits considering an interquartile
range of the box-and-whisker plots. This is true for
the behavior of hot droughts in the model simulations
of both Y1850 and Y2000 climate states, thereby
revealing a fundamental feature of land–atmosphere
interactions associated with severe drought in general.
The underlying physics is tied to the local surface energy
balance—the magnitude of sensible to latent surface
flux, as measured by the Bowen ratio, exhibits a strong
nonlinear relationship with soil moisture over the Great
Plains (e.g., Livneh and Hoerling 2016). As soil moisture
vanishes for more severe drought, cooling by evapotranspiration likewise vanishes resulting in amplification
of surface warming because of the dominance of sensible
heating (e.g., Eltahir 1998). Such a relationship will also
depend on the background climatological moisture
state, and subsequent results for moisture-abundant
regions will demonstrate a different relationship between heat waves and drought severity.
Although this nonlinear relationship exists in both
nineteenth century and the current climates, our results
reveal a more rapid increase in heat-wave intensity with
soil moisture deficits under current climate forcings.
In other words, the results are suggestive of a strengthened soil moisture–atmosphere coupling leading to
amplified heat waves during drought under current climate forcing, particularly during more severe soil
moisture deficits. For instance, the magnitude of heat
waves associated with a 20-mm soil moisture deficit
under Y2000 conditions is comparable to that associated

with 25-mm soil moisture deficits under Y1850 conditions. It should be noted that these stronger heat waves
are not due to the additive effect of warming associated
with climate change, as shown in Fig. 2. Rather, since all
anomalies in the construction of Fig. 4 are relative to
each models’ climatology, the more intense heat waves
for severe droughts are suggestive that an additional and
important effect of anthropogenic warming is enhancing
soil moisture–temperature coupling.
To illustrate the combined effects of the aforementioned long-term warming and enhanced soil moisture
feedbacks, Fig. 4 also presents box-and-whisker plots
wherein the anomalies of Y2000 are calculated with
respect to the climatological mean of Y1850 (magenta).
The entire distribution of temperature anomalies shifts
to warmer departures as a result of the anthropogenically forced warming trend in CESM1. Consistent with
an overall 118C warming over the southern Great Plains
(see Fig. 2), the magnitude of heat waves for all droughtseverity categories is likewise approximately 18C greater
than when anomalies are computed relative to Y2000
references. Of particular interest, however, is that under
extreme drought conditions, stronger heat waves of
Y2000 relative to Y1850 arise in almost equal proportions because of enhanced coupling effects and from
the long-term warming trend effect. As shown by the
box-and-whisker results, heat-wave variability of Y2000
gradually increases and overlaps more than half of the
mean anthropogenic warming signal during stronger
droughts. Analogous results, to be summarized shortly,
are found over a wide region of the southern and western United States, regions known for their water-limited
characteristics. Overall, these results indicate that
strengthened land–atmosphere feedback is a significant
physical driver for increasing occurrences of droughtrelated extreme heat waves, particularly over the semiarid and arid regions of the United States.

b. Soil moisture–temperature relation of the
northeastern United States
To contrast with results for the southern Great Plains,
the bottom panel of Fig. 4 presents analysis for the New
England region whose climate is energy limited. We
note once again the good agreement between the statistics of drought–heat waves based on the vine-copula
model and the raw data from the climate model simulations. However, the behavior of these events, and their
sensitivity to climate change, are markedly different
from that occurring over the more water-limited
southern Great Plains. First, there is little sensitivity of
summertime surface temperatures to increasing drought
severity. Indeed, the magnitude of temperature anomalies is virtually the same for soil moisture deficits of
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about 2 standardized departures as for about 0.5 standardized departures. This insensitivity may merely reaffirm the overall abundance of soil moisture in this wet
region such that a strong nonlinearity inherent in the
Bowen ratio is not readily engaged even under severe
drought conditions. In wet regions, soil moisture does
not have a strong control on evapotranspiration variability, thereby limiting its impacts on the near-surface
climate (Lorenz et al. 2010). It may also indicate that
large-scale atmospheric circulation associated with
droughts in the Northeast United States are different
and more relevant for driving the surface energy budget
than for southern and southwestern U.S droughts (e.g.,
Namias 1966, 1983). There will be further suggestions to
this effect when we summarize our results for the entire
United States in the next section.
Second, there is little distinction between drought–
heat-wave events, and especially the maximum intensity
of heat waves achieved, in Y1850 versus Y2000 model
statistics. Implied hereby is no appreciable change in soil
moisture feedbacks, even though surface air temperatures rise by nearly 28C over the Northeast, nearly
double the surface warming over the southern Great
Plains (see Fig. 4a). On first consideration, it appears
plausible that a strengthened soil moisture feedback
might arise over the southern Great Plains relative to
New England because the mean soil moisture declines
appreciably more in the former region compared to the
latter (see Fig. 4b). However, subsequent analysis will
show that the spatial map of mean soil moisture change
for the United States as a whole is poorly related to the
map of change in heat-wave intensity during droughts.
Rather, we suspect that the change in mean land surface
climate in the moist Northeast is simply insufficient to
engage a heightened heat-wave sensitivity even during
extreme droughts. This is inherent in the physics undergirding the Bowen ratio. For example, diagnosis of
the Bowen ratio’s magnitude as a function of progressive
soil drying by Livneh and Hoerling (2016, their Fig. 10)
reveals insensitivity of temperatures to soil moisture
for a wide range of soil moisture decreases, followed by a
rapid exponential rise in that ratio at sufficiently low soil
moisture. Though their analysis was for the central
Great Plains, it is plausible that a similar physics may
account for the insensitivity of soil moisture feedbacks
in the wetter Northeast compared to the more arid
southern and southwestern United States in our CESM1
experiments. This finding is supported by Zhang et al.
(2008) who showed that strong coupling between soil
moisture and summer mean temperature is not visible
over many wet areas, for example, the northeastern
United States. They explained that the existence of high
soil moisture variability is a necessary, but not sufficient,
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TABLE 1. A summary of hydrologic basins where statistically
significant (at 5% significance level) changes of heat-wave intensity
occur during severe droughts, i.e., 2s of preindustrial soil moisture
deficits. Percent changes are calculated between Y2000 and Y1850.
Positive values indicate higher mean heat-wave temperatures in
the current climate relative to the historical period, and otherwise
is negative.

Hydrologic units

Hydrologic
code

Percent change
for severe drought

Lower Mississippi
Lower Colorado
Texas–Gulf
California
Souris–Red–Rainy
Great Basin
Rio Grande
Upper Colorado
Arkansas–White–Red
Ohio
Great Lakes
Mid-Atlantic

8
15
12
18
9
16
13
14
11
5
4
2

43
32
31
29
13
13
11
8
5
29
210
221

condition for strong land–atmosphere feedback on
temperature to exist, as a region with small variability
would not be expected to have strong feedback.
Nonetheless, heat waves during droughts over the
Northeast do become more intense, although solely
because of the additive effect of the overall warming
trend. The magenta box-and-whisker plots illustrate hot
drought statistics of Y2000 referenced to the Y1850
climatology. These results show a roughly 28C increase
in summer temperature anomalies during droughts of
comparable intensity in Y2000 versus Y1850 climate.
These stronger heat waves are consistent with the
roughly 28C warming trend. We reiterate our finding
that the soil moisture feedbacks appear not to have a
significant bearing on the occurrence of these hotter
droughts, because soil moisture–temperature coupling is
both weak over this region and insensitive to the magnitude of the region’s climate change since the late
nineteenth century.

c. Regional dependency of U.S. heat waves on
droughts in the context of climate change
Table 1 summarizes regions of statistically significant
(at a 5% significance level) change in heat-wave intensity
during severe droughts based on the 18-catchment analysis. Shown is the change in heat-wave intensity during
droughts that is beyond that arising from the warming
trend alone. Our interpretation is that, especially over the
southern and southwestern United States, this additional
effect is symptomatic of increasing soil moisture feedback. We compare the median values of red and blue boxand-whiskers (see Fig. 4) associated with 2s of soil
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FIG. 5. The t-test result for changes in heat-wave intensity corresponding to (a) 1 and (b) 2 standard deviations of
soil moisture deficits in the preindustrial climate state. If the increases (or decreases) in the mean or variability of
heat-wave temperatures since the nineteenth century are statistically significant at 5% significance level in a hydrologic unit, that unit is colored red (or blue), and places showing no significant changes are colored gray. Statistical significance is examined by a t test with unequal variances (referred to as a Welch’s t test).

moisture deficits, and positive percentages indicate
higher heat-wave temperatures in current versus
nineteenth-century climates. The majority of regions
experience more intense heat waves with particularly
large increases over the southern and southwestern
United States. Only a few regions, principally in the Ohio
Valley and Great Lakes regions, experience decreased
heat-wave intensity during droughts. This is so despite an
overall mean temperature rise and soil moisture decline
in those areas. Reasons for such declines are unclear from
our analysis alone, but it is possible that dynamical
changes in atmospheric circulation patterns associated
with drought events may be occurring in CESM1, and
that such dynamical processes may be especially relevant
in driving changes in the surface energy balance over the
northern United States during summer.
Figure 5 shows the regional distribution of the changes
in heat-wave intensity over the contiguous United
States. Results illustrate how heat waves change during
both moderate-intensity droughts (left panel) and
extreme-intensity drought (right panel), not including
the additional effect of the long-term warming trend.
Heat-wave intensity increases over much of the southern Great Plains and southwestern United States. The
results of our focused diagnosis on the Texas–Gulf
catchment (see section 3a) are thus seen to be representative of a broad region spanning the southern and
southwestern United States. By contrast, the northern
United States generally experiences no change in heatwave intensity, or even a reduction in some regions. The
results are broadly similar for moderate versus extreme
drought intensities—the U.S. pattern of change in heatwave intensity has a distinctive north–south dipole
structure. In those areas where little relation is found
between heat-wave strength and soil moisture deficits

such as the North and Northeast regions, soil moisture–
temperature coupling (which is weak in a climatological
sense) is likewise fairly stationary during the summertime hot drought occurrences. Our interpretation is that
amplified heat-wave intensities over a continuum of
drought severity over the southern and southwestern
regions reflects a strengthened soil moisture feedback
in a warmer climate. In contrast, an insensitivity of heatwave magnitudes to climate change over the north is
symptomatic of an overall absence of heat-wave–drought
relationships in their mean climates owing to overall
moisture abundance in these regions.

4. Discussion and conclusions
Our analysis of CESM1 climate simulation leads to
the conclusion that summertime drought–heat-wave
relationships have changed significantly over the southern and southwestern United States because of anthropogenic climate change since the late nineteenth century.
Beyond the increase in heat-wave intensities occurring
simply from an overall warming trend due to anthropogenic climate change, a further temperature increase of
comparable magnitude arises during severe droughts
owing to increased soil moisture feedbacks. We find the
latter effect to be most prominent in moisture-limited
areas of the southern and southwestern United States.
By contrast, the drought–heat wave relationship over
northern U.S regions undergoes little change in the
warmed climate, such that the long-term warming trend
plays the primary role in intensified heat waves during
droughts in those regions.
Such an overall U.S. pattern of heat-wave changes
during droughts is materially different from those of the
mean changes in the state variables including temperature,
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precipitation, and soil moisture. We suggest several factors that may explain the contrast in patterns of these
mean changes versus the changes in extreme hot
droughts. One is the role played by the surface moisture
and energy balance, which broadly speaking has a meridional structure across the United States—a more
energy-limited (but moisture abundant) north contrasted
with a more moisture-limited (but energy abundant)
south. These are of course broad categorizations, and it
should be recognized that within the complex terrain of
the West, both moisture and energy-limited locations
reside within a single catchment (such as the Upper
Colorado River basin, or the California drainage basins).
Notwithstanding these local complexities, the large-scale
results here suggest that the background climatological
state appears to mitigate or enhance the sensitivity of heat
waves during droughts under climate change. This was
found to be clearly evident within the particular equilibrium climates of CESM1 simulations (Y1850 and
Y2000)—heat waves being mostly insensitive to drought
severity in the north but highly sensitive in the south.
The magnitude of that sensitivity over the south increased in a climate that warmed (and in which soils also
dried), heightening the soil moisture feedback in those
areas that already had a strong feedback operative
in their mean states. By contrast, little climate change
effect occurred in areas that did not have a strong feedback operative in their mean states. We speculate
that a catalyst for heightened (positive) sensitivity arises
when a region’s climate is forced toward aridity via mean
anthropogenic change such that occurrences of intermittent heightened dryness during drought events exposes stronger nonlinearity inherent in Bowen ratio
physics. It is unclear if such an argument holds for understanding the regions that show decreases in heat-wave
intensity during drought, such as portions of the Ohio
Valley and Northeast. It is plausible in those areas especially that dynamical processes are important, especially
since summertime droughts over the northern United
States can be associated with appreciable shifts in the jet
stream (see Namias 1983). Whether the underlying dynamical causes for droughts differ among the Y2000 versus
Y1850 statistics of CESM1 is a subject of further research.
We should also note that the analysis, by having focused
solely on the summer season, has not addressed the role of
the seasonality in soil moisture anomalies nor how climate
change affects the seasonality in soil moisture. In other
words, changes in antecedent land surface conditions may
also occur, and these could affect inferences on the physical
nature of the simultaneous relationships between summer
temperature, soil moisture, and rainfall conducted herein.
It is important to emphasize that the results of this
paper are based on a single climate model, and the
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structural uncertainty of the findings remains to be
assessed, for example, by comparison with other models
run in similar configurations. There is also the question
of whether the sensitivity of compound drought–heat
waves to climate change occurring in CESM1 can be
identified, let alone verified, in historical observations.
We note the observational study of Chiang et al. (2018),
who explored a similar research question using observational data over the contiguous United States as we
pursued via our model investigation. The authors examined temperature shifts associated with drought severities of mainly moderate (i.e., D0 and D1) intensity
between two periods, that is, 1902–51 versus 1965–2014.
Their analysis indicates compound occurrences of
drought with heat waves are becoming more frequent in
several portions of the United States, including the
semiarid Southwest. An important finding of theirs is
that heat waves during droughts have been more intense
in recent decades, having magnitudes beyond expectations from simple linear additive effects of a warming
trend. Their paper thus gives some empirical evidence
supporting, at least qualitatively, our model-based
findings. We note that neither the observational analysis nor the model-based analysis alone can be sufficient
to confirm the detection and causality of change in
compound drought–heat-wave events; yet, the broad
agreement between these two independent studies
makes a stronger case for change in drought–heat-wave
relationships, particularly over the southern and southwestern United States, owing to the human-induced
climate change.
A strength of our approach is that it facilitates new
insights on how, and by how much, human-induced climate change affects compound ‘‘hot droughts’’ over the
contiguous United States. Although based on a single
model, the unique design of the experiments and the
large sample size of the runs (1200 yr) allows robust
diagnosis of changes in land–atmospheric feedbacks
during hot drought events of varying magnitudes for
preindustrial versus current climate. In particular, the
availability of such long simulations permits a statistically meaningful estimate of changes in tail events that
would be of great societal relevance, and analysis that is
otherwise very difficult from the short instrumental record.
Despite these strengths, we note that the generality of our
results needs to be assessed for their consistency across
different climate models. Global land models have limitations including uncertainties, different parameterizations, and simplified vegetation dynamics in representing
physical processes of moisture exchange (Marsh et al.
2013). These may result in biases in the sensitivities to
meteorological forcing. And whereas the CESM1 land
representation is among the more sophisticated systems
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that explicitly represents biogeophysical processes including surface radiation interactions with vegetation,
stomatal physiology, and photosynthesis (Riley et al.
2011), the structural uncertainty of results presented
herein using that particular model will need to be assessed by comparison with results derived from similar
experiments using other state-of-the-art models.
In closing, our study takes a step toward increasing
knowledge on the interactions between drought and
heat waves in a warming world, presenting evidence that
such events may become especially severe in waterlimited regions, in terms of both their frequency and
intensity. We expect that these preliminary findings,
along with further studies needed to confirm our results,
will be important to facilitate better communication
with risk managers who are seeking to better understand
how climate change exposes vulnerabilities of human
health, water supply, and agricultural productivity, all of
which are susceptible to compound drought–heat waves.
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